




� Specialized work roles

� Gender difference

� Spiritual Sanction

� Same Sex relations



* Osage Mixu’ga Instructed by the moon”

* Navajo        Na’dleeh     “He changes”

* Cheyenne    He’eman     “Women/Man”

* Chumash     agi’,axi* Chumash     agi’,axi

* Lakota         Wi’kta/Wingkte’   “Would be Women”  

Female lila witkowin     “crazy woman”

* Tewa            Kwido         “Old woman/Old man”

* Zuni            Ihamana      “girl/boy”

* Miwok         Osha’pu        “women”

*Chickasaw     hoobuk

* Crow             Bote, Bade

* Hidatsa         biatti or miati    “Woman-compelled”
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� Other names of our Two Spirit ancestors

� California shaman “Tolowa”

� Mojaro of Acoma

� Slave Woman of the Chipewyan� Slave Woman of the Chipewyan

� Pine Leaf of the Crow Nation

� Running Eagle of the Blackfeet Nation





� Then came the Indian agents, missionaries and 

boarding schools to suppress all forms of 

traditional Indian culture. Our People were taught 

to be ashamed of their traditional Two Spirit roles.



� Christian beliefs pushed on Native  people

� Native Children put in Government schools

� European and Native beliefs clashed

� Indian agents incarcerated the Two Spirit

� Cut the Two Spirit male’s hair and made them � Cut the Two Spirit male’s hair and made them 
dress in men’s clothing or woman's clothing

� Because of the influences of the Churches and 
Agents the Chiefs were reluctant to defend the 
Two Spirit people.

� Earlier, the missionaries feed the Two Spirit to the 
dogs.





When you are born into this world, you reach for

either a bow and a quiver, which is blessed and

protected by the Sun, our Grandfather, or youprotected by the Sun, our Grandfather, or you

reach for an awl and a sewing bag, which is

blessed by the Moon, our Grandmother. From that

time on, you will follow that vision and be blessed.







� Will Roscoe (Living the Spirit)

� Walter Williams (The Spirit and the Flesh)

� All the wonderful Two Spirit/Native straight  � All the wonderful Two Spirit/Native straight  

people who have shared their stories of our Two 

Spirit history.


